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Take control with
nowSecure Defend.
Digital security is more important
than ever. Compliance demands
keep rising. Yet complete visibility
has never been harder to achieve.
Building and maintaining your own Security
Operations Centre to protect you is often
prohibitively costly and overly complex.
nowSecure Defend is a Security Operations
Centre (SOC) manned by a team of UK based
elite, security experts and underpinned by
a centralised, modular system that vastly
enhances your protection, detection, and
response capabilities.
nowSecure Defend extends your security
resources to reduce both your cybersecurity
risks and cost base.

ARROW-RIGHT nowSecure Defend for

early warnings on the
issues that could indicate
the beginning of an attack:

nowSecure Defend offers
comprehensive management,
alerting, triage, investigation
and remediation services:
Visibility – Better and faster troubleshooting
with the intelligence needed to proactively
detect and mitigate issues.

Comprehensive
Managed Security

Centralised bird’s
eye view

Extensible,
modular approach

Alerting – Contain any threats before they
cause serious problems with information and
context allowing you to protect your business.
Investigation – Gain insights into the root
cause of the incidents and protect your
organisation against future attacks.

24/7 real-time
monitoring

Eliminate security
overlaps

Bridge network
and cloud

Remediation – Contain security risks,
prevent financial losses to your organisation
and address cybersecurity risks in real-time.
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nowSecure Defend protects
your people, network and
infrastructure with best of
breed security services
and technology.
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Security tuning and
refinement from your
dedicated security team
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rapid containment of attacks.
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Securely connect users, stop
malicious software with next
generation antivirus and behavioural
protection. Investigate and remediate
security incidents as well as
automated isolation to provide
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Cisco Secure Endpoints

Alien Vault

As a cloud delivered platform, our service
focuses on ensuring our customers get the
very best out of their endpoint security.
Safe in the knowledge they are in expert
hands who can optimise the features and
settings to best fit the environment. This
means staying on top of all the threats,
the new, emerging vectors and tuning
the platform to take full advantage of
the new features and techniques
available to enhance protection.

Management (USM) offers threat
detection, incident response and
compliance in a single platform.
USM centralises security monitoring
of networks and devices in the cloud,
on premises, and in remote locations,
helping you to detect threats
virtually anywhere.

Cisco Umbrella
Cisco Umbrella integrates multiple
components that were once standalone
security services and appliances in
a single, cloud-native solution.

SecureX
SecureX is a cloud-native, built-in platform
experience that connects Cisco Secure
portfolio and your infrastructure. It is
integrated and open for simplicity, unified
in one location for visibility, and maximises
operational efficiency with automated
workflows. Radically reduce threat dwell
time and human-powered tasks to stay

Try nowSecure Defend
for 30 days. Fully managed
trial. No obligation. ARROW-RIGHT

compliant and counter attacks.
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